
Proposal to encode Arabic Crown Letters
( ا���ج��وف )

To: Unicode Technical Committee
Date: May 4, 2024
Authors: Manish Goregaokar (मनीष गोरेगांवकर) <manish@unicode.org>, Khaled Hosny
( �������� ) <khaled@aliftype.com>, Ben Yang <yang@unicode.org>, Mohamed Hasan
<Mohamed.hasan@bibalex.org>

We are requesting the addition of 22 Arabic letters and one Arabic combiningmark to
represent crown letters.

Introduction

Crown letters ( ا���ج��وف ) were a form of capital letters for Arabic designed by

MohammadMahfouz in response to an initiative by Fuad I, then king of Egypt. The
Ministry of Public Knowledge ( ا�������ا����رفوزارة ) started a competition in 1929 and

selected one of the submitted proposals and published a booklet in 1930 describing the
new system and detailing how it should be used.

The systemwas a form of title case, so only initial forms of dual joining letters and
isolated forms of right joining letters are attested. The systemwas usedmainly in
o�cial publications and documents until the abolition of the monarchy, but can still
be occasionally seen in calligraphic art work.

Encoding Model

Our suggested encodingmodel is atomic codepoints for left- or dual- joining letters
attested with the crown, and a combining diacritical mark that produces the crown
sign for other letters.

This mark would be a curly caliper-like mark that sits above and around the top of a
letter, and does not join with it. Ruq’aa fonts may instead use a circumflex-like mark.

We are currently proposing these characters be added to Arabic Extended-C.

We are currently proposing this mark be called CROWN (it could also be called TAAJ).
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There would be atomic codepoints for BEH, PEH, TEH, THEH, JEEM, HAH, KHAH,
SEEn, SHEEN

ALEF, DAL, THAL, REH, ZAIN, LAM, andWAW are also attested with the crown but
would use the ARABIC CROWNmark.

List of code points

U+10ED9 ARABIC CROWN LETTER BEH

U+10EDA ARABIC CROWN LETTER PEH

U+10EDB ARABIC CROWN LETTER TEH

U+10EDC ARABIC CROWN LETTER THEH

U+10EDD ARABIC CROWN LETTER JEEM

U+10EDE ARABIC CROWN LETTER HAH

U+10EDF ARABIC CROWN LETTER KHAH

U+10EE0 ARABIC CROWN LETTER SEEN

U+10EE1 ARABIC CROWN LETTER SHEEN

U+10EE2 ARABIC CROWN LETTER SAD
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U+10EE3 ARABIC CROWN LETTER DAD

U+10EE4 ARABIC CROWN LETTER TAH

U+10EE5 ARABIC CROWN LETTER ZAH

U+10EE6 ARABIC CROWN LETTER AIN

U+10EE7 ARABIC CROWN LETTER GHAIN

U+10EE8 ARABIC CROWN LETTER FEH

U+10EE9 ARABIC CROWN LETTER QAF

U+10EEA ARABIC CROWN LETTER KAF

U+10EEB ARABIC CROWN LETTER MEEM

U+10EEC ARABIC CROWN LETTER NOON

U+10EED ARABIC CROWN LETTER HEH

U+10EEE ARABIC CROWN LETTER YEH

U+10EF9 ARABIC CROWN
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Properties

U+10EF9 ARABIC CROWN should be MCM=Yes and ccc=230 so that combinations like
<alef, madda, crown> and <alef, hamza above, crown, fatha> work fine with
normalization and AMTRA.

UnicodeData.txt:

10ED9;ARABIC CROWN LETTER BEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EDA;ARABIC CROWN LETTER PEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EDB;ARABIC CROWN LETTER TEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EDC;ARABIC CROWN LETTER THEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EDD;ARABIC CROWN LETTER JEEM;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EDE;ARABIC CROWN LETTER HAH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EDF;ARABIC CROWN LETTER KHAH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE0;ARABIC CROWN LETTER SEEN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE1;ARABIC CROWN LETTER SHEEN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE2;ARABIC CROWN LETTER SAD;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE3;ARABIC CROWN LETTER DAD;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE4;ARABIC CROWN LETTER TAH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE5;ARABIC CROWN LETTER ZAH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE6;ARABIC CROWN LETTER AIN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE7;ARABIC CROWN LETTER GHAIN;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE8;ARABIC CROWN LETTER FEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EE9;ARABIC CROWN LETTER QAF;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EEA;ARABIC CROWN LETTER KAF;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EEB;ARABIC CROWN LETTER MEEM;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EEC;ARABIC CROWN LETTER NOON;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EED;ARABIC CROWN LETTER HEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EEE;ARABIC CROWN LETTER YEH;Lo;0;AL;;;;;N;;;;;
10EF9;ARABIC CROWN;Mn;230;NSM;;;;;N;;;;;

ArabicShaping.txt:

10ED9; CROWN BEH; L; CROWN BEH
10EDA; DOTLESS CROWN BEH WITH 3 DOTS BELOW; L; CROWN BEH
10EDB; DOTLESS CROWN BEH WITH 2 DOTS ABOVE; L; CROWN BEH
10EDC; DOTLESS CROWN BEH WITH 3 DOTS ABOVE; L; CROWN BEH
10EDD; CROWN HAH WITH DOT BELOW; L; CROWN HAH
10EDE; CROWN HAH; L; CROWN HAH
10EDF; CROWN HAH WITH DOT ABOVE; L; CROWN HAH
10EE0; CROWN SEEN; L; CROWN SEEN
10EE1; CROWN SEEN WITH 3 DOTS ABOVE; L; CROWN SEEN
10EE2; CROWN SAD; L; CROWN SAD
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10EE3; CROWN SAD WITH DOT ABOVE; L; CROWN SAD
10EE4; CROWN TAH; L; CROWN TAH
10EE5; CROWN TAH WITH DOT ABOVE; L; CROWN TAH
10EE6; CROWN AIN; L; CROWN AIN
10EE7; CROWN AIN WITH DOT ABOVE; L; CROWN AIN
10EE8; CROWN FEH; L; CROWN FEH
10EE9; DOTLESS CROWN FEH WITH TWO DOTS ABOVE; L; CROWN FEH
10EEA; CROWN KAF; L; CROWN KAF
10EEB; CROWN MEEM; L; CROWN MEEM
10EEC; DOTLESS CROWN BEH WITH DOT ABOVE; L; CROWN BEH
10EED; CROWN HEH; L; CROWN HEH
10EEE; DOTLESS CROWN BEH WITH 2 DOTS BELOW; L; CROWN BEH

Collation

The combiningmark U+10EF9 ARABIC CROWN should have some nonzero secondary
weight, likely right after U+0670 ARABIC LETTER SUPERSCRIPT ALEF.

SUPERSCRIPT ALEF << ARABIC CROWN

The atomically encoded crown letters collate after the main letter with a non-primary
di�erence the same as the weight chosen for ARABIC CROWN.

BEH << CROWN BEH < PEH << CROWN PEH < TEH << CROWN TEH < ....

Notes on casing

While this was originally intended to be a form of title casing, Arabic is a caseless
script and should remain as such in Unicode.

Notes on joining behavior

In non-artistic examples, visually, the crown preserves joining behavior on the left
and prevents joining on the right. This does bring up the question of whether this
mark should “change” joining behavior of characters it is applied to.

Beyond highly artistic examples (Attestation 6), only initial forms of these characters
are attested. We propose the other cases be considered degenerate: this will mean only
joining behavior on the left will be relevant, and since joining behavior on the right is
not relevant in initial position, the crown can be considered to not impact joining
behavior. Fonts which choose to support artistic dual-joining crowns are still free to
do so, however this is likely to be complex because of the Joining_Type of these
letters..

Notes on shaping

From attested examples, the following seems to be how the crown interacts with other
typographical components:
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I’jam below a letter go below the letter entirely

(o�cial booklet, page 1)

(Attestation 1)

(Attestation 4)

(Attestation 5)

I’jam above a letter go inside the crown

(o�cial booklet, page 1)

(o�cial booklet, page 3)

(Attestation 1)

(Attestation 5)

Hamza above, and madda go inside the crown

(at least for ALEF)
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(O�cial booklet, page 5)

(O�cial booklet, page 1)

(O�cial decree, page 3)

Most harakat above the letter will go above the entire crown

(o�cial booklet, page 2)

(o�cial booklet, page 4)

(Attestation 7)

Kasra goes below the letter entirely

(O�cial booklet, page 2)

(Penmanship worksheet #7)
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Crown may change size based on base letter

The size of the markmay change based on the letter it is combining with, letters with
ascenders like Alef will tend to have a shorter mark, whereas letters without ascenders
like Reh will have a longer mark.

(O�cial booklet, page 2)

Crown may require additional spacing to fit

The crownmarkmaymake letters like Alef wider and require additional spacing to not
touch letters around it.

Alternative encoding models

There are three other encodingmodels which we are not proposing, but are worth
covering in some detail.

Single combining diacritical mark

We encode a single combining diacritical mark that is expected to have complex
shaping with left-joining and dual-joining letters.

Pros:

Easy to ignore for search/replace (Arabic search/replace engines already anticipate
ignoring marks). Extensible, so will cover unattested-but-possible letters, such as
those used to write foreign sounds in Egypt, or non-Arabic-language letters. Fewer
code points.

Cons:

Requires some font work to interact with the joining behavior of the word skeleton for
Naksh left-joining glyphs. Will also require tricky font work to support other Arabic
diacritics in the correct location. Joining behavior becomes tricky. Will require correct
CCC for proper interactions with other Arabic marks.

Atomic code points

These can be simple: just atomically encode every attested letter.

Pros: Relatively simple, especially for fonts.
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Cons: More code points used. Other Arabic letters used for other languages and
loanwords cannot be represented. Note that we already have attestation for one
non-Egyptian letter used to write the word “Paris” (in Penmanship Worksheet #3
below)

Variation selectors

One can also use a variation selector combination. For the crown.

Pros: No need to encode a new code point, leading to more graceful fallback on older
systems.

Cons: Same cons as the combining diacritical mark.

Attestations

Figure 1

The O�cial Gazette ( ��ا������ ا���� ) , 28 May, 1936
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Figure 2

A school advertisement

https://www.facebook.com/story.php?story_fbid=pfbid02U24w16ziwMExfRjoeQeD9
k1GVxznCuUjMKmzUxFPfK8q8gLFS9KzBWCbhu1yHXXQl&id=100065076850024
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Figure 3

https://twitter.com/zizoabd84762940/status/1587685250641154049
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Figure 4

Political Passport of Mostafa al-Nahhas Pasha (then former primeminister),
Kingdom of Egypt, 1952

https://www.almasryalyoum.com/news/details/506943
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Figure 5

Passport, Kingdom of Egypt, 1944

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/624733779558009754/
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Figure 6

Amore liberal/artistic application of the crown letters, e.g. isolated dual joiningف and

,ج and right-joined ا andطwith a crown.
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Figure 7

Citation at the bottom: ��ادا����ط����ا���ج��وف�������وا����م،�������ا����م��ا�����أ��ا�������ت��

�������١٤١١�� “From the writings of Ibn Abi Al-Hadid on Imam Ali, peace be upon him,

in which the letters of the crown appear, written by the calligrapher Jawad Sabti in the
year 1411 AH”

http://mozo-15.blogspot.com/2011/08/blog-post_279.html

Originally from the book ا�����ا���أ��ل (Fundamentals of Arabic calligraphy)

https://www.neelwafurat.com/itempage.aspx?id=lbb85551-45921&search=books
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Figure 8

Old shop sign, Cairo
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Pedagogical / nominative samples

Official decree (1930)
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Official booklet, 3rd edition (1936)
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Penmanship worksheets

Here each example is written once without crown letters and once with them, to show
how the text adapts to it.
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aaaaaa
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Miscellaneous

Example from pedagogical booklet with hamza above, found in
https://twitter.com/motfrkaa/status/1305051474783764481/ (an older version of the
booklet above)
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from
https://www.baianat.com/ar/books/arabic-calligraphy-culture/types-of-fonts-and-
its-di�erent-shapes
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From "Arabic Script" by Gabriel Mandel Khan (page 13)

ISO form
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ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 2/WG 2
PROPOSAL SUMMARY FORM TO ACCOMPANY SUBMISSIONS
FOR ADDITIONS TO THE REPERTOIRE OF ISO/IEC 10646TP

1
PT

Please fill all the sections A, B and C below.
Please read Principles and Procedures Document (P & P) from HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/principles.html UTH for

ssguidelines and details before filling this form.
Please ensure you are using the latest Form from HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/summaryform.htmlUTH.

See also HTUhttp://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/SC2/WG2/docs/roadmaps.html UTH for latest Roadmaps.
A. Administrative

1. Title: Proposal to encode Arabic Crown Letters
2. Requester's name: Khaled Hosny ( حسنيخالد ), Manish Goregaokar (मनीष गोरेगांवकर), Ben Yang, Mohamed

Hasan
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution): Individual contribution
4. Submission date: May 4, 2024
5. Requester's reference (if applicable):
6. Choose one of the following:

This is a complete proposal: Yes
(or) More information will be provided later:

B. Technical – General

1. Choose one of the following:
a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters):

Proposed name of script:
b. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block: Yes

Name of the existing block: Arabic Extended-C
2. Number of characters in proposal: 23
3. Proposed category (select one from below - see section 2.2 of P&P document):

A-Contemporary B.1-Specialized (small collection) X B.2-Specialized (large collection)
C-Major extinct D-Attested extinct E-Minor extinct
F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols

4. Is a repertoire including character names provided? Yes
a. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines”

in Annex L of P&P document? Yes
b. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? Yes

5. Fonts related:
a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font to the Project Editor of 10646 for publishing the standard?

Khaled Hosny
b. Identify the party granting a license for use of the font by the editors (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.):

Khaled Hosny <khaled@aliftype.com>
6. References:

a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? Yes
b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources)
of proposed characters attached? Yes

7. Special encoding issues:
Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input,

presentation, sorting, searching, indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? Yes

8. Additional Information:
Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will
assist in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such
properties are: Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line
breaks, widths etc., Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in
Mark Up contexts, Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard
at HTUhttp://www.unicode.orgUTH for such information on other scripts. Also see Unicode Character Database (
Hhttp://www.unicode.org/reports/tr44/ ) and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for consideration by
the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard.

1TPPT Form number: N4502-F (Original 1994-10-14; Revised 1995-01, 1995-04, 1996-04, 1996-08, 1999-03, 2001-05, 2001-09,
2003-11, 2005-01, 2005-09, 2005-10, 2007-03, 2008-05, 2009-11, 2011-03, 2012-01)
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C. Technical - Justification

1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? No
If YES explain

2. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body,
user groups of the script or characters, other experts, etc.)? Yes

If YES, with whom? Some authors are members of the user community
If YES, available relevant documents:

3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example:
size, demographics, information technology use, or publishing use) is included? No
Reference:

4. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) Rare
Reference: These are historic characters as documented in this proposal

5. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? No
If YES, where? Reference:

6. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely
in the BMP?

If YES, is a rationale provided?
If YES, reference:

7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? No
8. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing

character or character sequence? Yes
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes

If YES, reference: See “Alternative encoding models”
9. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either

existing characters or other proposed characters? Yes
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? Yes

If YES, reference: See “Alternative encoding models”
10. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function)

to, or could be confused with, an existing character? No
If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided?

If YES, reference:
11. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences? Yes

If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? Yes
If YES, reference: See “Encoding model”

Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? No
If YES, reference:

12. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as
control function or similar semantics? No

If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary)

13. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility characters? No
If YES, are the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic characters identified?

If YES, reference:
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